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PJ/tfhe world today is mainly concerned with three ideas It is concerned with the idea of 
a lasting, trustworthy peace. It is concerned with the maintenance of democratic govern
ment It is concerned with the security of the individual.

quarter by Mr. G-rove Patterson, Editor-In-Chief, Toledo Blade,
dpComniencement Address for Ohio State University summer
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First, as to peace. I have recently returned from Berlin where I have had talks with 
Gen, Clay, Col. Howey and others in command of the American Military Government. The
only guarantee o f peace. Gen Clay told me, is the adequate military preparedness of the 
United States and Russia's continuing consciousness of our striking power. If the
United States becomes properly armed and furnishes adequate military aid to the nations 
of western Europe, there will be no attack on the part of Russia. Eussia will not begin 
a war until she feels certain she can win. That hour in her thinking has not arrived, 

r I need not tell you that this is not peace. No true peace can rest upon the might
of preparedness. It is a truce and nothing more than a truce. It may last for a long

i
time, but it is not peace. Peace is far more than an interlude, either amiable or 
stormy, between wars. ''

What then will bring peace? The answer, in my opinion, is some form of federal- 
ization* I come not to preach specifically the gospel of my friend Clarence Streit 

■„ and the Federal Unionists or the gospel of Cord Meyer and the United World Federal
ists or that of Chancellor Hutchins and the new World Republic. I call it the 

i M W  world republic because the University of Chicago is never concerned with anything
that is not new. Nor have I come to present the quota plan of Ely Culbertson who, I 'feaasif*****. 
is trying to.be an expert at too many games. But I do carry and shall continue to carry 
a banner for the idea of some sort of a federal union with power, a program that will 
call for sacrifice of a certain amount of sovereignty on the part of each nation in the 
union. I am not concerned with the giving up of sovereignty from which there seems to be 

f a, general shrinkage. The bnly right that any nation would be called unon to stive up in
such a. union would be the right to make war.
revision of the charter of the United Na,tions, as the United World Federalists propose.



I do not know, "bat I do know that the world will not enjoy an unduring peace 
until a union, workable and with power, is achieved, and until the separate 
armaments of the nations are succeeded by an international police force.

The second concern which occupies the thinking of the world today is the 
matter of government. When the Creative Spirit and the Creative Power which men 
call God, put life upon the earth, His concern, I am sure, was the development of 

the individual human being in the direction of perfection. The general idea was, 
and is, that man may some day come to live what the philosophers call the good 
life. If that is the main purpose, then the police state, hiding under the ori
ginally decent name of Communism, is totally destructive of the plan for man's 
progress. In a way, we have the definition of totalitarianism, the total destrue 
tion of manfs Individual worth.

Communist government is gangster government. Every nation from the Soviet 
Union through its satellites is ruled by a gang in the modern, sinister signifi
cance of that word. I should like to see the word "Communism'1, once significant 
of an idealisitic plan of common ownership, declared obsolete. Looking back at 
Brook farm and the various other experiments in communal living in America, the 
name is worthy enough to be relegated to decent burial. 1/hat democratic nations 
are confronted with is competition with the police state, the dictatorship state, 
the gang-driven state.

STor can we cease to guard and seek to improve our own democratic way. In Ger
many I found that the culture and education leaders in the American Military Gov
ernment were having trouble in teaching the Germans the meaning of democracy, 
■perhaps it is because too few Americans themselves understand democracy, or can 
quite define it. I have heard it defined, even by a president of the United 
Spates, as merely the rule of the majority. It is not a sound definition. l*he 
glory of democracy, as I once heard Dorothy Thompson well say, is not that it is 
the rule of the majority but that it is the only type of government so far devise 
that provides for the continuing rights of a majority not in power.



The danger to democracy in America, as I see it, is the encroachment on civil rights.
So long as American lat?B do not protect the Negro precisely as they protect the white man, 
so long as the Negro’s political, economic and social rights are not the political, 
economic and social rights of the white man, we are not truly a democratic nation.
Nor in a democratic nation should a. man be compelled to tell any kind of an investi
gating committee what political party he belongs to, I believe in the rights of a group 
to form a political party and to have the candidates of that party accorded a place on 
the ballots

The democratic way of life is na.turally concerned with the economic system. Our
so-called system of free enterprise, which.seem too timid to call capitalism, has proved
successful in developing the enormous resources of our country arjd making it, on the whole,
prosperouso But merely to pay lip service to free enterprise is a. meaningless gesture.
We are inclined to laugh at demogogic reference to the common man and the abundant life.-
But the idea is not funny; it cannot be laughed off. Unless our boasted free enterprise is
actually made to work better than any other economic system, unless it does more for more
people, unless in practice, it actually produce more of the abundant life than any other
program, it will one day give way to something else,. Si it is with our democracy and so
it is with our econonomic system they must continually prove themselves.,

And now the third concern of this world into which you go to become active* It is the
concern for personal security. The late Newton D„ Baker, Secretary of War in World War I,
wrote in the Atlantic Monthly; "I am concerned at the evidences which seem to show that

as individuals we are becoming less self-reliant, that we are willing to surrender the 
adventure of striving, and are willing to be content to accept, as the best we can get, 
a sort of sqcure equality in a. state which does all our planning and thinking and 
providing for us. I cannot help praying that life may continue an adventure full of 
charm and novelty, with wide spiritual spaces for the minds and hearts of the valiant, 
and room beyond all horizons for imagination and aspiration,"
The United States of America echoes and re-echoes to schemes*— some the outcome of the 

wishful thinking of parlor radicals, some presented with apparent thoughtfulness and
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de serving of serious attention— schemes for providing some kind, of social security.
As in increasing numbers we move away from the conception of individualism which was 
woven into the very fabric of the character of our fathers and our grandfathers, we 
must, if we are honest, be conscious of a tendency to find a new Northwest passage 
to security. Shall we not, like the navigators of old, in search of the spices of 
India, merely find that the earth is round and that we have come back upon ourselves?

A thousand times you have Heard and will hear again the same question: What is the
matter with the world? - Why destitution and why unrest? If we are brave enough to fa.ce 
this challenge of despair with the right answer, the answer is quite simple. The trouble 
is that the --e are too few of us who are ambitious enough, industrious enough, ingenious 
enough, courageous enough to provide our own personal security. We are intrigued by 
the term "social security'.' But there is a difference, as far apart as the poles, 
between social security and personal security. I should hesitate to advocate a new 
organization for this country. We are organized up to the hilt» But I humbly submit 
to you today that there is room for one more organization, and if its chapters were 
spread through the length and breadth of this land, life would indeed "be an advent/'jtre, 
full of charm and novelty, with wide spiritual spaces for the minds and hearts of the 
valiant." It would be an association of those possessed of the ambition, the industry, 
the imagination, and ingenuity to take care of themselves0 It would be an association 
of the thoughtful, devoted to the idea of providing for themselves, through -untiring 
effort, personal security.

I do not deny that it is right for the strong to bear the burdens of the weak.
I do not deny the high desirability of such machinery of government— preferably 
of local government— as may be necessary to meet the inevitable poverty of the unfit 
and those who are in misfortune through circumstances over which they have no control.
But if we might eliminate the mental indolence, the wishful thinking, the silly excursions



of itte thirty-dollars-every Thursday folks, if we could raise a. new gen.era.tion 
which could and "would think straight and hard, aB our fathers thought straight 
and hard, which ha.d the courage to face facts instead of chasing fancies, there 
would come the day in this country when those dependent upon a prearranged social 
security would “be a respectable residue instead of a badly organized multitude, 
marching through the wilderness in four directions at once, expecting the manna to 
fall from Heaven or the White House0 These three concerns for peace, for democracy
and for personal security are rela.ted to each other.

It is in the garden of peace and democracy, and there onlyP that our organisation 
can grow, our association of those who proceed toward their personal security-.
Lovely as -the idea may be, security can not be all and only spiritual. Crops must 
be watered and sometimes watered by our tearse Food, clothing, and shelter ars 
foremost in the procession of life’s realities. Prayer should have more of 
listening than of begging. The answer to prayer is doing the thing that lies next 
to us. As we prepare ourselves to go out in search of our own security, how "we need 
to be still and to think'. The French philosopher, Pascal, said that man's 
greatest troubles come about because of his inability to be still. Elijah, under the 
juniper tree, did not hear the voice of God in the rumbling of the earthquake or in the 
mighty storm. But God was in the still, small voice that came after.

Barkers and ballyhoo, medicine men and magnavoxes, will crack your ears to lure you
into the parades and sideshows of the easy money extravaganza. God forbid that you 
must march forty years in the wilderness only to find that the milk and honey of the 
land of promise are still for those who go out into the pasture before sun-up or who 
aren't afraid of the bees.

I am not trying by words to escape a realistic world. I know aa well as you do all 
&out the inequalities of economic life, about the unequal distribution of wealth and the 
possession of a grea.t deal of it by those who are arrayed like Solomon a.nd all his lilies 
and who have neither delved nor spun.
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There was just as much of all that, in proportion, and possibly more, in the days of 
our pioneering fathers. It happens that Almighty God has peopled the earth "with human 
beings and not with angels and so long as you and I both live we shall see a. great deal 
of getting by those that have. Those in the House of Have and in the House of Have 
Not shall never in your time or your children's time eat the same food, wear the same 
clothes, and dwell in the same shelter. But is it right, you ask? And the answer is; 
that is the way human beings are, to date, and if ycm are possessed with ambition,

■ industry, intelligence, and ingenuity, you will make the best adjustment you know’
to a realistic world, without giving up Jot or tittle of that idealism which makes life 
an adventure.

All right, you say: Be practical. What to do? Plenty to do, all to do for thosef
who are neither blind nor lazy.

: At this point I am sure that I can do no better than to bring to you the thoughtful
words of the late William S. Khudsen, as reported in the American Magazine. There was
hardly a man in America who could speak out of a wider, more successful experience in
"getting on” in life than this man who came here not so many years ago as a Danish
immigrant boy. Knudsen wrote:

"If I were twenty-one I would be a mechanic.
I would try and get work in a machine shop. If that failed 
I would try for a job in a filling station, or as an apprentice 
to an electrician or a plumber, or as a clerk behind a counter, 
or as an errand boy,
"I would try to get some work to do with my hands.

"When I was a youngster a college education was a rarity. I have been on somebody's
payroll since I was eight; I have been more or less a mechanic since I was sixteen,,

"Nowadays in America most youngsters want a college education. This is all rights
I would probably want one too. But I wouldn’t, if I knew what I know now, let the
college education interfere with my practical education as a mechanic. For that I have
some good reasons„
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"Last summer I talked a good deal with some college seniors. They all seemed 
worried about how they would get their start in life. "What shall we do? they aaked. 
"What shall we head for?

"I suggested that they go out and try to get a job working with their hands; 
filling station, factory, store, machine shop. They were puzzled. They thought I 
was joking„ Why, they were college men. Manual labor would involve (in some way I 
don’t understand) a loss of standing, of prestige. Furthermore, these youngsters had. 
never had any training in practical mechanical skills. They wouldn't know how to 
start*

"Now, these were pretty good, average, decent, Intelligent young Americans.
The fact they feared to go to work with their hands, indicates these is something 
wrong with our system of training.

"Of the hundreds of thousands of young men graduated from college every year, the 
larger proportions seem to have one ambition: to sit at a desk with a telephone on it.
If the desk has a buzzer, with a secretary to answer the buzzer, why; that’s tops*
It seems to me there’s something wrong with that ideal"

I do not much care whether you come out of school conservative or radicals <, We do 
not need more conservatives and more radicals so much as we need men and women who are 
ready to enter into a courageous effort, to provide their own security. Hopkins, of 
Dartmouth, used to say, that the most serious criticism that can be brought against 
college men, Is that they begin to believe, even before they have left school, that 
the world or society or Uncle Sam owes them a living, and their idea of physical and 
spiritual endurance is to see which can stand around the longest to collect it..

If the new generation of which you are a part has not the wisdom to sweat for it's
own security as free men on the long, adventurous road, college education is no good
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and the driving fire of human ingenuity has gone out. If I had but one word to say to
all the graduates in America, and one minute in which to say it, I should cry out;
Give up any silly, sophomoric belief in economic gambling that may remain within you
Get out of your head once and forever the idea that you can get something for
nothing.

The really great leaders of this world are not those who have merely commanded 
the minds and bodies of men.' They are the leaders who have looked deep into the 
■souls of men. They have said; Follow me and you shall suffer under the sun; you 
shall fight the sea and the storm) you shall die, perchance in the desert. Follow 
me and you shall know no peace until you have conquered. Indeed, he who has seen the 
stars knows no peace until he has found them again after the toil of the night.

I believe with the distinguished winner of the Nobel Prize, the most eminent 
of physicists, Dr. Robert Millikan, who said in my .presence; "The greatest thing 
a young man or a young woman can learn is that he has come from somewhere and is 
going somewhere

Above all, may you have faith faith in yourselves and faith in a Higher
Power which is ready to give us a fuller, happier life, but which demands that ve, in the 
best way that we know, co-operate to that great purpose. Because faith that life has 
meaning and purpose and direction , is above all things I give you in clioing this 
meaningful verse of Alfred Noyes;

"In the light of the silent stars that shine one the struggling sea,
In the weary cry of the of the wind, in the whisper of flower and tree,
Under the breath of laughter, deep in the tide of tears,
I hear the Loom of the Weaver, that weaves the web of the years."

’ # # #
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